
Senator Fred Thompson (R-TN) “...The government could
do more to harness technology to make the government
more results-oriented... I congratulate the Council for
Excellence in Government for providing an e-government 
blueprint.”

Stephen Goldsmith, Special Advisor to the President for
Faith-Based and Community Initiatives “Electronic 
government will not only break down boundaries and reduce
transaction costs between citizens and their governments but
between levels of government as well...”

Senator Patrick Leahy (D-VT) “The Internet offers us a
unique opportunity to allow the American people to have
everyday access to public information. Initiatives like this 
harness the power of the information age to help open up our 
government to everyone.”

Scott Harshbarger, President, Common Cause
“E-government holds the promise of making government more
accountable to its citizens. I applaud the Council for Excellence
in Government for leading this effort to bring government 
closer to the American public through technology.”
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Senator Joseph Lieberman (D-CT) “E-government is the
wave of the future, and the Council for Excellence in
Government deserves enormous credit for energetically 
promoting the issue with its consensus building approach...”

Sharon Dawes, Director, University at Albany/SUNY,
Center for Technology in Government “E-government goals
are focused on the future of our whole society...the inclusiveness 
of the Council’s E-Government Initiative moves us all in this
direction.”

Congressman Tom Davis (R-VA) “...E-government, done
right, should mean better government, at a lower cost to 
taxpayers...this document from the Council for Excellence in
Government is an important step toward that goal.”

Pat Gross, Chairman of the Executive Committee and 
Co-founder, American Management Systems; Co-chair,
Intergovernmental Technology Leadership Consortium
“E-government is revolutionizing the relationship between busi-
ness, government, and citizens—stimulating economic growth
and providing dramatically improved services to constituents
nationwide. The Council deserves enormous credit for mobiliz-
ing this e-government effort.”
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

W hat has the greatest potential to 

revolutionize the performance of government

and revitalize our democracy?

The answer is electronic government.

When technology, imagination, and leadership converge, powerful results
follow. From Copernicus and Galileo to Gutenberg, Edison, and beyond,
history is filled with breakthroughs that forever changed the way we live
and think.

The Internet, created by a government research agency, is another 
revolutionary advance.

It is profoundly changing the way our society communicates, works, and
learns. It is touching lives in ways that would have seemed a utopian
dream just a decade ago, enabling a sick patient in rural Kansas to have
her X-rays read instantly by a radiologist a thousand miles away, or a U.S.
Navy sailor in the Indian Ocean to check nightly on 
children back home.

The dot.gov revolution is next.

Electronic government can fundamentally recast the connection between
people and their government. It can make government far more respon-
sive to the will of the people and greatly improve transactions between
them. It can also help all of us to take a much more active part in the
democratic process.

With new leadership in Washington and across the country, we have an
unprecedented opportunity to make government and democracy work in
ways our forebears never dreamed of—and work better than ever.
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E-the-people

The big idea here is e-the-people. E-government links people not just 
to each other and the e-commerce marketplace, but also to the public
marketplace of ideas, debate, priorities, initiatives, innovation, services,
transactions, and results. It puts ownership of government truly in the
hands of all Americans—most of whom, according to opinion research
sponsored by the Council for Excellence in Government, currently think
in terms of the government, not our government.

This is especially true for young people, who have come of age in a 
time when political scandals and foibles have tarnished the ideal of pub-
lic service.

For the next generation of American leaders—young pioneers for whom
keyboards and wireless communication are part of their connective 
existence—the avalanche of emerging technology is a given. Accustomed
to the advantages of private-sector application of information technolo-
gy, they will demand no less when it comes to government.

Yet in their pursuit of life, liberty, and happiness, these young trailblazers
do not see much role for government or democracy. What young
Thomas Jefferson saw as a dramatic enterprise in representative govern-
ment—a powerful voice for the American people—they reject as boring
or irrelevant—“whatever.” Only a third of young people ages 18-24 vote
in presidential elections, compared with two-thirds of those 45 and older.
Voting is not for them. Neither is public service. The best and brightest
simply are not choosing it.

Instead, they are seeking to change the world, and their lives, through
new technology and communications in entrepreneurial endeavors in the
private and nonprofit sectors.

But what if government embraced information technology with 
imagination and bold leadership? What if not only young people but all
Americans saw e-government as the way to change the world in a mean-
ingful way? What if the current disconnect between people of all ages and
their democracy were bridged and revitalized?

3
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Charting the Path
Spurred by the promise in those questions, a hundred industry, government, research, and non-

profit leaders in information technology began working together in November 1999 to develop

the e-government vision and recommendations set out in this blueprint (eventually, their num-

ber swelled to 350). Their work was launched, guided, and coordinated by the nonprofit, nonpar-

tisan Council for Excellence in Government. The project commissioned two surveys conducted

in August 2000 and January 2001 by national opinion specialists Peter Hart and Robert Teeter.

Beyond the quantum improvement e-government could make in the quality, speed, and cost of

delivering public-sector services across the board, these experts knew it could bring people

closer to their elected officials and public servants.

What they have produced is not just another set of policy recommendations to this country’s

new leadership. This is not about routine improvement or incremental change. It is about a

sweeping transformation that information technology has now made not only imaginable but

achievable.

If e-the-people is the big idea, the January 2001 Hart/Teeter poll shows that Americans today

believe e-government is the way to get there.

� By a margin of more than 3-to-1, Americans say e-government should be a high 

priority for the new president.

� Two-thirds support the appointment of a White House technology czar to lead 

government-wide innovation and service improvements through the Internet.

� By a similar margin, they believe public-private sector partnerships are the best way

to get this done, rather than leaving it to government or private industry alone.

� Almost two-thirds favor the use of government funds to help individual states mod-

ernize their voting systems, for example by installing electronic voting machines sim-

ilar to automatic teller machines widely used by banks.

Vision and Guiding Principles

Imagine government truly of, by, and for the people—where individuals and organizations no

longer wait in line between eight and five on weekdays only, but where they can be online at

any time or place they wish. A place not only to get information but also to complete transac-

tions with government, get services, talk with elected representatives—even to vote. A govern-

ment that organizes and furnishes information and services around the needs of people while

protecting their privacy.

Imagine people in government who are excited about using the Internet to make a difference

and produce results, answering questions instantly, using secure networks that cross organiza-
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tional boundaries to serve the public. Imagine people in business enjoying fast and easy

interactions with government that produce results in the public interest.

Imagine people in all sectors—government, business, non-profits, and the research commu-

nity—working together to make this happen quickly, creatively, and cost effectively. This is

e-Government—our government of the future, not the government of the past.

But don’t stop there. E-Government is not just about speed, efficiency, or accessing informa-

tion online. It can also be tailored by individuals according to their preferences and needs.

Imagine, individual Americans creating customized, one-stop sites for themselves online,

where they can choose to get information, conduct transactions, or communicate with their

elected representatives. Imagine having your own self-designed, interactive site where you

can directly conduct all your business with government whenever you wish. You can pay

taxes, check your Social Security earnings, find out whether your building permit has been

granted, renew your driver’s license after your site has reminded you without being asked

that it is coming due. You can also participate in public hearings, create communities of

interest with others online, monitor voting records, and express your views to your represen-

tatives. In short, you can choose how and when to connect with government, with the ability

to choose appropriate levels of privacy and security.

We do not just advocate substituting electronic for personal communications between people

and public servants. Rather, we envision more strategic and satisfying personal communica-

tions of higher quality, supported by electronic information, sources, transactions, and inter-

actions.

Challenges

Federal law calls for maximum achievement of electronic information and service delivery in

all agencies by 2003. With some notable exceptions, however, government lags other sectors

of American society in its capacity to capitalize on the opportunities offered by information

technology. By one estimate, less than one percent of current interactions between govern-

ment and its customers are online. In a country that has pioneered entirely new models for

e-commerce, why is the era of e-government lagging behind? 

One answer lies simply in the huge amount of information that government must generate,

update, and manage and in the difficulties of putting programs and organizations of the gov-

ernment’s size and complexity online. Second, government’s customer base dwarfs those of

even the largest multinational corporations. Its many systems requiring personal data are

not connected, so that the public must enter data separately into each system. Sometimes,

this is a necessary function of security and privacy. For most purposes, however, automatic

data exchange at the public’s request should be routine. Again, most of government’s myriad

systems have been designed independently of the others, with their own word usage and def-

initions. This is true even of systems dealing with similar activities but in different agencies.

5
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e-government be?

1. Easy to use, connecting people with
federal, state, regional, local, tribal,
and international governments
according to their preferences and
needs. 

2. Available to everyone, at home, 
at work, in schools, in libraries 
and other convenient community
locations.

3. Private and secure, with the appro-
priate standards for privacy, securi-
ty, and authentication—generating
trust—required for e-government to
grow and serve the public.

4. Innovative and results-oriented,
emphasizing speed and harnessing
the latest advances in technology.

5. Collaborative, with solutions devel-
oped collectively and openly among
public, private, nonprofit, and
research partners, on the basis of
their experience and expertise.

6. Cost-effective, through strategic
investments that produce significant
long-term efficiencies and savings.

7. Transformational, harnessing tech-
nology through personal and organi-
zational leadership to change the
way government works, rather than
merely automate existing practices.

These principles should

guide the choices of

leaders in pursuit of 

e-government
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The public must learn each one separately to conduct an adequate, timely search.

The time has come to correct this situation—to make e-government a complete and 

functioning reality. Society’s needs demand it. Technology’s capabilities make it possible.

Consider these facts:

� Internet access has grown with stunning speed. The Hart/Teeter poll in January 2001

showed that 56 percent of Americans use the Internet at least once a week and a

majority is online several times a week.

� Parents buy computers for their children today that are far more powerful than those

that helped run the nation’s military and domestic programs a generation ago.

� Some $350 billion worth of business will be transacted on the Internet in the United

States in 2001.

� The digital divide is still a significant socioeconomic fact, with about 45 percent of

Americans on the wrong side of the gap. Though that figure is projected to drop 

to 20 percent by 2005, it is incumbent on this society to bring it as close to zero as

possible in the shortest possible time.

� Two-fifths of Americans—and two-thirds of Internet users—have already visited a

government web site, according to the August 2000 Hart/Teeter survey. Nearly a

quarter go online to check a government web page or pages at least once a week.

Seven in ten rated the quality as excellent or good.

The Hart/Teeter polls also suggest that Americans have even more ambitious goals in

mind for e-government. They see it as conferring on citizens the power to hold govern-

ment more accountable, with 36 percent citing this as one of e-government’s most

important benefits. Among other such benefits, 23 percent chose greater public access to

information, 21 percent mentioned efficiency, and 13 percent picked convenience.

Examples of the productive use of government web sites abound. Students filed more

than two million applications for college financial aid through the U.S. Department of

Education’s online service last year. Two thirds of the practicing physicians in Georgia

renew their licenses online. In Virginia and other states, driver’s licenses can be renewed

with a few clicks of a mouse.

With the use of government web sites surging, information technology has been compared to a

huge cresting wave just beginning to break over government. But government cannot allow

itself to be swamped. It must surf this wave successfully.

The authors of this blueprint believe the e-government they advocate can provide 

real—not theoretical—answers to these dilemmas. We don’t pretend that translating those

answers into reality will be simple or quick. The blueprint is not a detailed road map. But it

poses the fundamental challenge of bringing e-government into being, sets out specific princi-
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ples and proposals to meet it, and identifies the resources required. Those who have worked on

this blueprint are committed to helping government carry it out, refining and modifying it as

experience and circumstances require.

When that job is done, people and organizations will be able to make government work directly

for them, whatever the need, however great or small. Note that four in ten Americans doubt

government’s effectiveness at solving problems and helping people. But note also that a majority

of these skeptics thinks e-government will have a positive impact on how government operates.

As people draw closer to government, they will understand more about what self-government is

and what it can and cannot do. Greater understanding breeds greater confidence and trust. It

is that interaction—government and citizen, government and private organization, government

and other governments—that is the essential nature, the ultimate purpose, of e-government.

What follows are our recommendations for achieving e-government: transformational leader-

ship; the strategic investment of significant working capital; broad public/private collaboration;

a skilled workforce; creative approaches to the issues of privacy, security, and other technical

challenges; and access and education.

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

Leadership

Creative, committed leaders at all levels and all branches of government are essential to make

this vision of e-government a reality. Starting with the president—and extending to the

Cabinet and sub-Cabinet, the Congress, governors, mayors, state legislators, and the judiciary—

public sector leaders must embrace e-government as a tool to transform and improve govern-

ment and connect it to the people it serves.

We recommend that the president and the Congress clearly express this priority and carry it

out by appointing people to the Cabinet and sub-Cabinet who are prepared to build and use 

e-government strategically and effectively.

To focus the effort, the president should:

� Name an Assistant to the President for Electronic Government, with Cabinet-equiva-

lent rank. This new position would confirm the president’s personal leadership role.

Two-thirds of those surveyed by Hart/Teeter in January 2001 favored the appoint-

ment of such an e-government czar to make government information and services

more readily available to the public.
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� Create a Public/Private Council on Electronic Government, chaired by the new assis-

tant to the president. Membership should include representatives from federal, state,

local, and tribal governments, the Congress, and leading figures from the private sec-

tor and the research community on the cutting edge of innovation in e-government

communication.

� Designate the current Deputy Director for Management of the Office of Management

and Budget (OMB) as Deputy Director for Management and Technology, responsible

for supporting the development of e-government through the OMB budget and 

management processes. The Deputy Director is uniquely positioned to blend

advancement of technology with budget and program implementation. Similarly,

departments should designate, at the level of assistant secretary or above, a senior 

officer with comparable responsibilities for management, budget, and technology.

� This Deputy Director should create an Office of Electronic Government and

Information Policy, headed by a presidentially-appointed, Senate-confirmed federal

Chief Information Officer. The federal CIO would chair an interagency Chief

Information Officers Council of assistant secretaries and CIOs. The office of

Electronic Government, with private sector collaboration, should organize the effort

to define operating rules for the intersection of e-government and e-commerce.

� Insist that nominees to top appointed positions in the executive branch make a 

commitment to the strategic development of e-government in their departments 

and agencies.

The Congress

The legislative branch, no less than the executive and judicial branches, needs to make the most of

the opportunities that information technology provides to connect the government with the peo-

ple. In August 2000, the Hart/Teeter survey found that almost three quarters of the public believe

e-government will enhance people’s ability to communicate with their elected representatives.

� Congressional leaders should create a Congressional Office of E-Government that will

guide congressional action, giving the public maximum electronic opportunity to

receive information from and interact with all members, committees, and agencies of

the Congress. It should supply advice and assistance to congressional committees 

on using e-government to achieve policy goals. The head of the new office should

represent the Congress in the president’s Public/Private Council on Electronic

Government and provide the liaison with state and local government legislatures on

electronic government.

� In the confirmation process, Senate committees should ascertain nominees’ commit-

ment to e-government. During oversight and appropriations hearings, the Congress

should insist that agencies demonstrate their actions to implement e-government.

8
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State, Local, and Tribal Government

Electronic government holds great promise at the state and local levels, and many have taken

big steps toward e-government. According to the August 2000 Hart-Teeter survey, 45 

percent of the public has already accessed a state government web site and 36 percent have 

visited a local government site. More than two-thirds favored being able to monitor public

hearings on local issues.

� States, counties, municipalities, tribal governments, school boards, and other entities

should appoint leaders who will instill e-government in all their operations.

� Their representatives should work closely with the assistant to the president for elec-

tronic government and OMB to create easy-to-use web site links between all levels of

government.

� They should join and support the president’s Public/Private Council on Electronic

Government, ensuring tight linkage between their efforts and federal efforts and

continuing to innovate and spread their own successes.

� Their national and regional organizations should establish information exchanges

and technical support groups to share successes and help avoid others’ errors.

The Judiciary

Federal, state, and local judicial systems should use information technology to make their 

deliberations and arguments fully open to the public and ensure that the public has broad 

electronic access to, and interaction with, judiciary branch offices and courts.

� Court calendars, rules, case assignments, sentencing guidelines, decisions, and an

easy-to-use guide to the judicial process should be available to and searchable by the

public. Subject to appropriate safeguards, information about jury duty (schedule,

location, responsibilities) should be online. Citizens should also be able to ask and

get answers to questions online.

9
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� The Administrative Office of the United States Courts and the National Center for

State Courts should both appoint a liaison to the Public/Private Council on

Electronic Government.

International

Around the world, a number of countries are moving along the road to e-government.

Together with such other factors as the acceleration of economic globalization, this makes 

e-government cooperation at the international level as critical as between levels of government

within the United States.

� The Public/Private Council on Electronic Government should take the lead in 

strengthening these relationships and in exchanging best practices with other countries.

The Strategic Investment Fund

The country responded boldly and decisively to the fear that computer systems would crash

when the calendar rolled over from 1999 to 2000. The Congress appropriated $3 billion for

federal agencies to address their Y2K problems and ensure that Social Security benefits were

paid, Medicare claims processed, air traffic controllers guided planes to safe landings, and a

host of other government functions went on without interruption. This one-time capital

investment succeeded.

Effective e-government requires a very different type of investment than that currently being

directed to information technology projects. It needs capital for projects that address common

issues of service delivery or program management across agencies as a whole, or provide techno-

logical solutions to critical problems, such as privacy, security, and interoperability. Such invest-

ment needs the benefit of creativity in many agencies and the private sector but cannot be ade-

quately funded by any one agency. An e-government transformation on the scale required has to

be supported by adequate investment, carefully applied to problem solving across government.

We recommend that:

� The president request and Congress appropriate $3 billion over a five-year period for an 

e-government Strategic Investment Fund. The total funding level is similar to the invest-

ment fund appropriated to repair government’s Y2K problems. The federal government

now spends $40 billion annually on information technology, mainly to automate 

and update old systems. The e-government investment fund, with a first-year level of

$100-$200 million, represents added spending at an average rate of 1.5 percent a year.

� With guidance from the assistant to the president, and advice from the Public/Private

Council, OMB should follow allocation procedures similar to the Y2K fund. OMB

10
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should ensure that every project is approved by agency chief operating officers, has

clear results measures, is supported by the best evidence, and takes into account the

views of agency CIOs.

� Collaborative ventures with the private sector and other levels of government should

be funded. These should feature e-government program and service delivery initia-

tives that are both cross-sector and multi-agency, as well as research and development

for solutions to enterprise-wide problems of privacy, security, and interoperability.

� When e-government efforts result in savings, federal agencies should be allowed to

retain a portion of the savings to improve their programs.

Investing in e-government has strong support from the public. The August 2000 Hart/Teeter

survey found a majority of Americans feeling that investing tax dollars in e-government should

be a priority for Washington. After hearing about the specific features e-government can offer,

that majority increased, to 77 percent.

Collaboration

The January 2001 Hart/Teeter poll portrayed a public convinced that the 

way to proceed down the road to e-government is for government and

industry to work together on making more government services available on

the Internet, expanding access to greater numbers of people, and ensuring

privacy and security on the Internet.

These findings only reinforce the reality that design, implementation, and

management of e-government needs unprecedented and non-traditional 

collaboration between the public, private, nonprofit, and research sectors 

and within and across every level of government.

We recommend that:

� Government at all levels, in collaboration with the private sector, set policy and 

goals and invest strategically in e-government initiatives and research. In partner-

ship with the private sector, it should modernize its infrastructure and its electronic

accessibility to the public.

� The business community bring its entrepreneurial focus, skills, experience, and 

agility in innovation, customer service, and return on investment to the e-govern-

ment enterprise. The private sector should play a larger role in the delivery of online

government services by proposing more partnerships and products that deliver 

government services in a competitive model, encouraging innovation and low 

transaction costs.
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� Government’s basic rules on public/private competition, including OMB Circular 

A-76, be thoroughly reviewed with the private sector to address the complexities of

today’s intersecting e-commerce and e-government environments. New definitions

and workable approaches to issue resolution are needed when government appears

to be engaging in commercial activities.

� Civic groups collaborate on the development of e-government solutions to improve

programs and service delivery. They should also serve as monitors and evaluators,

holding government and business accountable for progress toward e-government.

They should recognize and reward success, call attention to opportunities for

improvement and innovation, convene public discussion on e-government issues, and

encourage collaboration and partnership between all sectors.

� The research community become a full partner in the e-government research and

development effort, integrating applied research specifically into government missions.

� Individual Americans be included as participants in the design, building, and owner-

ship of e-government.

The e-Government Work Force

All members of the government work force should embrace e-government approaches as the

standard in carrying out their responsibilities wherever applicable. Electronic government is

not the sole province of technological experts. For maximum impact, it must become

ingrained in the thinking of government leaders, managers, and workers at all levels.

The federal CIO Council has recognized specific shortfalls in the supply and quality of the 

federal information technology workforce. According to the General Accounting Office, the

U.S. economy added 1.6 million IT jobs in 2000. Competition for IT employees is stiff.

The Hart/Teeter poll of August 2000 found that a quarter of government executives feel that 

the “inability to recruit qualified personnel” and “lack of financial resources” are obstacles to

achieving e-government.

We recommend the following steps:

� For all positions, but especially for IT positions, OPM should encourage hiring 

practices that are competitive with the private sector, through faster hiring 

procedures, aggressive use of signing and retention payments, flexible pay scales,

and premium pay for workers with scarce skills at all levels.

� The government should offer flexible, entrepreneurial workplaces that attract and

help retain the people who know best how to apply e-government techniques. Job

structures, workplace rules, Senior Executive Service competencies, and performance

12
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assessments should be redesigned to reflect agency program strategy changes based

on e-government.

� Funding of aggressive training programs to help workers, managers, and leaders

apply e-government strategies to their work. The Strategic Investment Fund should

support development of innovative training models and components necessary for

carrying out e-government ideas.

� Federal agencies and the White House should design rewards and recognition for

highest quality performance at all levels to emphasize excellence in innovation and

application of e-government approaches.

� The Office of Personnel Management and the CIO Council should help agencies

inventory their requirements and execute strategies for IT work force recruitment.

The aging of the federal workforce and the pending retirement of growing numbers

of workers pose problems but also open positions for new hires with new skills.

� State and local governments should follow similar strategies, with a constant empha-

sis on leadership that is committed to making them succeed.

Privacy, Security, and Interoperability 

As shown by the Hart/Teeter survey in August 2000, Americans by more than two to one 

want to proceed slowly rather than quickly in implementing e-government because of

concerns about security and privacy.

The survey found that 66 percent of the public is “extremely concerned” about “hackers 

breaking into government computers.” Such concern is not limited to the general public.

Thirty-eight percent of government workers were also extremely concerned about the hacker

problem, however, they had far more confidence that those issues can be adequately addressed

(only 31 percent feel the need to “go slow”).

Given the potential of e-government to help restore public confidence, it is all the more 

imperative that public concerns with respect to private and security are thoroughly examined

and addressed in the move to e-government. Ease of use and the reliability of technical infra-

structure will be two keys to the willingness of government agencies to adopt e-government

and to the public’s ability to use it. Another will be broad public confidence in government’s

ability to keep personal information private and to make systems safe from inappropriate

efforts to gain access. The recently released medical privacy regulations created by the Health

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (P.L. 104-1910) may help in this regard.

With the development of security and privacy protections lagging behind the development 

of software, these issues must be addressed on a continuing basis, since new challenges arise

continually from those who would invade users’ privacy and security.
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Government
workers

58%

39%

30%

65%

31%

56%

Should We Proceed Slowly 
or Quickly on E-Government?
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We recommend the following actions:

� The Office of Electronic Government should solicit cross-sector and cross-agency 

proposals to the Strategic Investment Fund for developing and testing methods to

improve privacy, security, and interoperability. It should give priority to their funding.

� The president should direct the Office of Electronic Government, in collaboration

with the private sector, to issue guidelines on interoperability (on ensuring that 

systems communicate with other systems efficiently and effectively). This should be

a priority for resources from the Strategic Investment Fund.

� Aggressive testing of solutions to technical challenges should be accelerated, with

support from the Strategic Investment Fund and the private sector for the most

promising of them. Wherever possible, solutions should be based on multi-agency

functions that link readily, rather than on program or agency-specific ideas.

Emerging and promising developments in technical standards for electronic business

that affect interoperability need more attention, research, and testing in operational

environments.

� Adequate technical infrastructure must be provided to support easy and reliable

access to online information, interactions, and transactions. Attention should focus,

for example, on sufficient network capacity or bandwidth to support user loads and

demands. Likewise, computer platform and software applications must provide 

reliable, stable service in the 24 hours a day, seven days a week operating environ-

ment of the Internet.

� The public should be able to search directly for answers to problems, not have to

find its way first through agency or program portals. The firstgov.gov search engine

is a first step. More work in this area should address access to government informa-

tion, including state and local government information, that goes beyond what is

currently displayed on public web pages.

E-The-People 

For 30 years, Americans have felt increasingly distant from government. This is clearly evident

in declining voter turnout and in opinion polls showing public confidence in government at

near-record lows. Yet Americans see the benefits of e-government as more than simply better

or more cost-efficient services; they see it as a means of empowering citizens.

While nearly three out of four Americans believe that e-government will make it easier to com-

municate with their elected officials, too many Americans remain electronically disconnected.

The numbers of Americans with access to the Internet is growing rapidly, but the Hart/Teeter

poll in January 2001 reports that a third of the public still does not use it. For others, new

technologies have increased the speed with which they can communicate with government, but

14
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not the quality of those communications. And though 84 percent of public officials believe

their information technologies have contributed to their public outreach, only 29 percent of the

public, and only 37 percent of business leaders, are familiar with e-government.

One third of adults, according to the Hart/Teeter August 2000 poll, are concerned that people

without Internet access—people on the other side of the digital divide who are disproportion-

ately the poor, minorities, and the disabled—will receive less government services. Almost half

of current non-Internet users share this concern.

In short, despite the enormous potential offered by the Internet and new information technolo-

gies, governments at all levels have failed to produce a collaborative and interactive dialogue

between citizens and their governments. This must change.

We recommend that:

� The president—together with the Congress, state governors, may-

ors, and legislators across the country—establish a goal of ensuring

that all Americans have access to the Internet in their homes, regard-

less of income, disability, or educational background.

� The digital divide be closed. Collaboration with the private sector

and other levels of government and non-profit organizations is

essential to overcome the technical and financial hurdles to reach

this goal.

� In the interim, every effort be made to expand public access to the

Internet through libraries, community centers and other locations,

focusing first on areas with the greatest need.

� The assistant to the president for electronic government and the Public/Private

Council lead a campaign to educate the public on the value of electronic communi-

cations and how to use them to interact with government, conduct transactions, and

receive services. Special attention should be given to working with segments of the

population most often on the wrong side of the digital divide.

� The Public/Private Council organize a national series of public forums on electronic

government, including electronic forums, to obtain maximum public input into 

e-government strategy, and to map a set of long-term policy goals with measurable

objectives for the public and private sectors.

� These forums focus particularly on engaging people in the democratic process and

the potential for electronic voting technology in which the public can have complete

confidence.
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Internet users saying this should be government's highest priority

Nonusers saying this should be government's highest priority

Gov't web sites easier
to use/understand

Low-cost Internet
access for lower income

Educate people on
how to use Internet

Ensure all Internet services/
info available elsewhere

More computers available
in libraries, schools, etc.

48%

36%

43%

37%

20%

26%

16%

21%

11%

13%

Priorities for Addressing Access to the Internet
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This bold vision of E-the-People electronic 

government—of the people, by the people, and for 

the people—is revolutionary in its potential impact on

the strength and vitality of our government and our

democracy.

We believe that this is one of those exciting moments

in history when leaders are challenged to act, with

imagination and determination, to achieve the quan-

tum leaps that electronic government makes possible.

Leaders in the public and private sectors must, togeth-

er, seize this opportunity to take the bold, decisive

actions—as we have suggested in this report—to make

electronic government a reality. The people are ready.

We can do this, together.
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- G o v e r n m e n t :
T h e  N e x t

American Revolution

Reports based on findings of surveys 
conducted by Hart-Teeter

for
The Council for Excellence in Government

January 2001 & August 2000
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The Internet revolution is just begin-

ning to heat up. The promise of “e-

government” could transform how

Americans obtain government services

and information, interact with their

elected representatives, and become

involved as citizens. Research conduct-

ed in August 2000 for the Council

(http://www.excelgov.org/publication/p

olls.htm) indicated that while many

Americans were unfamiliar with the

term “e-government,” the public sees

great potential in the government using

technologies. The public’s vision of

governmental use of technologies goes

beyond a more efficient government

that offers accessible high-quality serv-

ices on-line, to a more informed and

empowered citizenry and a more

accountable government. The August

survey also revealed that the public is

concerned with the security of infor-

mation on the Internet, and so they

would prefer that the government pro-

ceed slowly rather than quickly in

developing e-government.

This survey clearly indicates that

despite their concerns about the

Internet, Americans continue to be

enthusiastic about e-government. The

public wants to see the government

make better use of the Internet and

other technologies, and they are look-

ing to the new president to realize the

promise of e-government by making it

a top priority for his administration.

E-Government is a High Priority
Widespread use of government Web

sites has laid a broad foundation of

public support for e-government; i.e.,

using the Internet and other technolo-

gies to increase the availability of serv-

ices and information. About three in

four (73%) Americans believe that the

new administration should put e-gov-

ernment at the top of its to-do list. Of

those who have used the Internet to

access government services or informa-

tion, 80% say that President Bush

should make government a high priori-

ty, but even a majority of those who

may not benefit directly believe that e-

government is of the utmost impor-

tance-67% of adults who do not use

the Internet believe that e-government

should be a top priority for the new

president.

Support for a “Technology Czar”
The public is open to different ideas on

how to develop e-government. Sixty-

six percent favor President Bush’s

appointing a “technology czar,” a high-

level White House official who would

oversee and encourage government use

of the Internet and other technologies,

to make information and services more

readily available to the public. Support

for a technology czar is high across the

board, with 71% of Internet users and

71% of those who use “.gov” sites once

a month or more favoring the idea.

Americans who turn to government

Web sites for assistance much less fre-

quently also believe that the White

House should be working to ensure the

development of e-government, with

75% support for a technology czar.

Technology in the Voting Booth
In the August survey, a majority of the

public were opposed to on-line voting,

in which people would cast their votes

over the Internet, but they would like

the government to use technologies to

modernize how voting is conducted in

the voting booth. Just weeks after the

election controversy in Florida,

Americans favor by a large margin

(65% to 26%) having the federal gov-

ernment provide funds to individual

states to modernize voting systems, by

installing voting machines that work

like ATMs, for example.

Modernizing the technology in the vot-

ing booth has bipartisan support, with

73% of Democrats and 62% of

Republicans favoring federal funding

for modernizing voting systems and

only 20% of Democrats and 31% of

Republicans opposing it. Support for

this proposal is greatest among those

who have used other e-government

From January 4 to 6, 2001, the research firms of Peter D. Hart and Robert M. Teeter conducted a nationally representative survey

among 1,017 American adults for the Council for Excellence in Government. The survey findings have a margin of error of 3.1%.

Public Support for Making 
E-Government a High Priority

Public Support for 
a ”Technology Czar”
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services at least once a month (77%

favor), but it is also strong among sub-

urban residents (70%, versus 57% in

rural areas and small towns),

Northeasterners (70%, versus a low of

60% in the Midwest), and younger

Americans (70%, versus 57% among

those over age 65).

Public-Private Partnerships
The public would prefer that govern-

ment agencies work with private indus-

try in developing e-government rather

than attempting to develop e-govern-

ment on its own. Specifically, 66% of

the public support public-private part-

nerships to develop e-government serv-

ices, versus 16% who say that govern-

ment should do it alone; 63% support

partnerships to expand Internet access,

versus 6% who say that government

should work alone; and 70% support

public-private partnerships to set stan-

dards for privacy and security on the

Internet, versus 11% who say that gov-

ernment should set standards on its

own. Those who frequently use the

Internet to access government Web sites

are particularly supportive of public-

private partnerships; for example, they

are among the largest supporters of

public-private partnerships’ making

more government services available on-

line (71%).

Use of E-Government
There is support for e-government

because the public is already making

use of the Internet for government

services and information. Nearly half

(46%) of Americans have used a gov-

ernment Web site, and among

Americans who use the Internet, 70%

say that they have used the Internet to

access a government service or obtain

government information. In fact, a

large proportion of U.S. adults regular-

ly log on to government Web sites:

three in ten (29%, 44% of Internet

users) say that they use the Internet to

access government services or informa-

tion once a month or more.

E-Government May Improve
Public Confidence in
Government
The research conducted in August indi-

cated that e-government has the poten-

tial to reshape the public’s largely nega-

tive attitudes toward government. In

that poll, 56% of the public and 67% of

those who had visited a government

Web site said that e-government would

have a positive effect on the way that

government operates. If those using

government Web sites are more opti-

mistic about the effects of e-govern-

ment, increased public use of e-govern-

ment may lead to increased public con-

fidence that government can solve

problems.

The beginnings of this process may

already be in evidence-36% of those

who have used the Internet to access a

government Web site have a high level

of trust in the government, compared

with only 22% of those Internet users

who have never visited a government

Web site and 19% of those who do not

use the Internet at all.

Public Support for 
Modernizing Voting Systems

Public Prefers that 
E-Government be Developed 
by Public-Private Partnerships

Proportions Who Have Accessed
a Government Web Site

Proportions Who Trust
Government to Do What is Right
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I. Introduction

If the 1990s were the “Dot-Com

Decade,” the first decade of the 21st

century may well come to be seen as

the “Dot-Gov Decade.” The digital rev-

olution already is changing the way that

government does business at the feder-

al, state, and local levels. Americans

believe that the arrival of “e-govern-

ment” brings a tremendous potential

for positive change, even as they identi-

fy some concerns that must be

addressed. Over time, e-government

promises to revolutionize Americans’

relationship with their government, not

only as customers of government serv-

ices, but also as citizens of a democracy.

These are among the findings of a

three-part study on the issue of e-gov-

ernment, conducted by Hart-Teeter on

behalf of the Council for Excellence in

Government, comprising surveys

among the general public, government

officials, and institutional “customers”

of government (businesses and non-

profit organizations). The surveys

explored the three populations’ direct

experience with and involvement in e-

government, as well as their expecta-

tions of it and goals for the future. The

three central conclusions that emerge

from the survey data are reviewed in

this introduction.

1. Americans believe that e-govern-

ment will mean better government.

All three groups included in this study-

the general public, government offi-

cials, and institutional customers-per-

ceive great potential in e-government

for improving the way that government

operates. By five to one (56% to 11%),

the general public anticipates that e-

government’s impact over the next five

to 10 years will be positive rather than

negative. Among people who use the

Internet and thus are more likely to be

familiar with e-government (63% of

adults and growing quickly), the pre-

diction is an even more decisive eight-

to-one positive (62% to 8%).

Government officials (92% positive)

and institutional customers (76%) are

even more convinced that e-govern-

ment will mean better government.

The public clearly is still learning about

e-government. Only half of all adults

say that they are at least slightly famil-

iar with the concept of “e-government,”

although familiarity is higher among

Internet users (64%). Government

officials, in contrast, are much more

familiar with e-government (93%,

including 63% who are very or fairly

familiar).

Although e-government is a new con-

cept among the public, government

officials indicate that it is already very

much a reality: Virtually all (93%)

report that their agency or department

maintains a Web site, and three-fourths

say that their agency has increased its

investment in information technologies

over the past two years. Moreover,

two-thirds of on-line Americans report

having visited a government Web site.

And they are impressed by what they

have seen, with nearly three-quarters

(71%) grading the quality of govern-

ment Web sites as excellent or good.

Among institutional customers of the

federal government, 56% say that the

ability to communicate via the Internet

has made it easier to do business with

the federal government.

The survey measures public reactions to

several examples of e-government in

action, covering various levels of gov-

ernment and a variety of public-sector

functions. Majorities of adults express a

favorable view of every e-government

function tested, including majorities

who are very favorable toward most

functions. Among the most popular

examples are the ability to get medical

information from NIH and other agen-

cies (80% favorable), the ability to view

candidates’ voting records (77%), access

to Social Security benefit information

(73%), cost savings produced by on-line

motor vehicle registration (71%), and

on-line student loan applications (70%).

Two-thirds (68%) of Americans initial-

ly say that it should be a high or medi-

um priority for government to invest

tax dollars in making more informa-

tion and services available over the

Internet. Customers (87%) and gov-

ernment officials (83%) feel even more

strongly that e-government should be a

priority investment area. Moreover,

after learning specific positive examples

of e-government, the proportion of the

public saying that investing tax dollars

in e-government should be a priority

grows to 77%.

It appears that e-government could have

a far-reaching and important effect on

From August 14 to 16, 2000, the research firms of Peter D. Hart and Robert M. Teeter conducted a three-part study that included sur-

veys of: 150 government officials; 155 business and non-profit leaders; and 1,003 members of the general public. The survey findings

have a margin of error of plus or minus 4% for the national sample and a higher margin of error for specific subgroups.
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the public’s perception of government.

Among the more than four in ten (44%)

Americans who question government’s

effectiveness at solving problems and

helping people, a majority (51% ) antic-

ipate that e-government will have a pos-

itive effect on the way that government

operates, and two in three believe that e-

government will improve their ability to

get information from government

(68%) and government’s ability to pro-

vide convenient services (64%).

Moreover, 42% of this group have visit-

ed government Web sites, and most of

them (67%) assess the quality of the

sites as excellent or good.

Similarly, only 58% of Americans who

have low confidence in government

(33% of all adults) initially say that

investing in e-government should be a

high or medium priority. After hearing

specific examples of e-government

services, however, their support for

making e-government a priority

increases to 13 percentage points to

71%. While it is too early to know

whether direct personal experience

with e-government will change broader

public attitudes toward government

overall, such a positive reaction from

people who are critical of government

suggests the real possibility that e-gov-

ernment could have a positive impact.

2. The public wants to proceed care-

fully down the road toward digital

government, saying that safeguarding

security and privacy is their top prior-

ity. Enthusiasm for e-government is

accompanied by some very important

cautionary messages from the public.

People were asked which one of the fol-

lowing statements comes closer to

reflecting their own view of e-govern-

ment:

Statement A: We should proceed slowly

in relying on the Internet for com-

munication between citizens and

their government because many peo-

ple do not have access to the Internet

and there are important issues of

security and privacy that remain

unresolved.

Statement B: We should proceed quickly

in expanding use of the Internet for

communication between citizens

and their government because e-

government offers opportunities for

improved services, communication,

and efficiency in government.

By more than two to one, Americans

want to proceed slowly (65%) rather

than quickly (30%) in implementing e-

government because of concerns about

security, privacy, and access.

It is interesting that government offi-

cials hold the opposite view, saying by

56% to 31% that we should move

quickly toward expanding e-govern-

ment. This finding is not surprising, as

government officials know far more

than the public about e-government

and have experienced its benefits more

directly-80% believe that their agency

has done an excellent or a good job of

using the Internet to improve the effi-

ciency and quality of its service.

However, it will be important for those

who carry out government’s digital rev-

olution to recognize that the people

they serve have serious concerns about

this process and that speed of imple-

mentation is not their top priority.

In addition, the public’s concerns about

security and privacy on the Internet are

much deeper than their concerns about

access. Two-thirds (66%) of Americans

are very concerned about the possibility

of hackers’ breaking into government

computers, making this the number-

one public concern about e-govern-

ment. Majorities also express serious

concern about the potential for govern-

ment employees to misuse personal

information (55%) and the general

potential for less personal privacy

(53%).

Similarly, when people assess the

impact of e-government, privacy and

security are the only dimensions on

which significant proportions think

that e-government will change things

for the worse. Still, a plurality of

Americans expect positive change with

regard to both privacy (41% better,

25% worse) and security (40% better,

27% worse), suggesting that they

believe that these challenges can be

met. Furthermore, the public selects

improving security for conducting

transactions as its top priority for

improving government Web sites.

Government officials also identify the

threat of hackers and the loss of privacy

as their top concerns about e-govern-

ment. (They do not worry that govern-

ment employees would misuse personal

information.)  Yet, their level of con-

cern is substantially lower than that of

the public (fewer than 40% of govern-

ment officials are very concerned about

each). Officials’ higher level of confi-

dence in security and privacy protec-

tions may well result from having more

information. Nonetheless, it appears

that those in government need to

understand and address the public’s

serious security concerns.

Americans also worry about the “digital

divide” implications for e-government,

21
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but not to the same degree as with

security and privacy. One-third (34%)

of adults are concerned that people

without Internet access will receive less

government service (47% among non-

Internet users). In the public’s eye, the

best solutions to this problem include

making more computers available in

public locations such as libraries and

schools, and ensuring that all govern-

ment information and services avail-

able on the Internet also are available in

more traditional ways. Government

officials and institutional customers

also believe that these are the two best

ways to address the digital divide.

3. The public’s vision of e-govern-

ment extends beyond efficient and

high-quality services to a more

informed and empowered citizenry

and a more accountable government.

Americans clearly appreciate e-govern-

ment’s potential for producing a more

cost-effective government that provides

more convenient services. They

respond very favorably to such innova-

tions as being able to file taxes or apply

for a college loan over the Internet and

to the cost savings associated with on-

line vehicle registration. However, the

survey results suggest that Americans

have an agenda for e-government that

is more ambitious than just cutting

paperwork or time spent waiting in

line. They see its potential for giving

citizens more information, which gives

people the power to hold their govern-

ment more accountable.

When people are asked to choose the

most important one of four possible

benefits of e-government, the results

are quite instructive, as the following

list shows.

• Government that is more 

accountable to its citizens 36%

• Greater public access to 

information 23%

• More efficient and cost-

effective government 21%

• More convenient government 

services 13%

By a considerable margin, people

believe that greater accountability is the

greatest benefit that e-government

could confer (chosen almost three

times as often as convenient services).

Priority number two is greater public

access to information.

It is interesting that government offi-

cials regard public access to informa-

tion as the greatest benefit (34%) but

rank accountability much lower (19%).

While government and the public

apparently are in synch in valuing e-

government’s ability to produce a more

informed citizenry, the public is much

more focused on its empowering

potential.

When people assess various concrete

examples of e-government, their reac-

tions provide further evidence of their

appetite for information and accounta-

bility. As we have seen, the three items

rated most favorably all involve the

public’s ability to get on-line informa-

tion: medical information from such

sources as NIH (69% very favorable),

voting records of candidates for public

office (63%), and benefit information

from the Social Security

Administration (58%). Reviewing can-

didates’ voting records also is a good

way for citizens to hold elected officials

more accountable. Many people also

like the Web site established by several

senators through which the public can

offer comments on legislation (54%

very favorable) and the possibility of

monitoring over the Internet public

hearings on local issues (50% very

favorable).

Americans’ interest in information and

accountability is confirmed by their

expectations for e-government’s long-

term impact. The area in which the

most people predict that e-government

will change things for the better is

“people’s ability to get information they

need from government agencies” (75%

think e-government will change things

for the better). This aspect is followed

closely by “people’s ability to commu-

nicate with their elected representa-

tives” (72%). A majority also anticipate

that e-government will have a positive

impact on government’s level of

accountability to citizens (54%),

although the public seems somewhat

less confident about this result.

It is interesting that majorities in all

three surveys oppose on-line voting for

federal offices: public (38% favor to

59% oppose), business and nonprofit

leaders (39% to 57%), and government

officials (39% to 49%). On-line voting

apparently is not seen as a helpful way

to improve government accountability,

perhaps because of concerns about

security.

II.  E-Government Today
A large majority of Americans now

use the Internet.

Fully 63% of adults now use the

Internet, including 31% who use it at

work. More than half of this group

(35% of all adults) are frequent users,

who say that they use the Internet “very

22
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often.” Internet use varies greatly

along generational lines, being very

prevalent among people under age 50

(72%) but not nearly as widespread

among those age 65 and over (36%).

In addition, clear signs of the digital

divide emerge in terms of educational

attainment, as Internet use is nearly

universal among college graduates

(85%) but remains a minority experi-

ence for those with a high school diplo-

ma or less education (42%).

The public has a very positive view of

the Internet, but questions its security.

Three-quarters (74%) of Internet users

say that it has had a positive effect on

their lives. Most users, however, do not

completely trust it for financial transac-

tions: 55% say that making credit card

transactions over the Internet is just

somewhat or not at all safe. As this

report details, this combination of atti-

tudes toward the Internet-very positive,

but not entirely trusting-extends to

how people think about e-government.

E-government is not just a theory or

concept, it already is a reality.

Nearly every federal, state, and local

government official we interviewed

(93%) reports that their agency or divi-

sion maintains a public Web site. Most

(67%) believe that their sites are doing

an excellent or a good job of serving

constituents. Moreover, three in four

say that their agency has increased

investments in information technolo-

gies over the past two years, while just

1% report a decrease. The commit-

ment to implementing e-government

appears to be widespread.

Officials at all levels of government

report a range of information or servic-

es provided through their Web sites.

Nearly all the sites offer information,

and several allow people to conduct

transactions on-line. Yet, fewer of them

enable visitors to give feedback or com-

ments on government services or

processes, and even fewer provide a

search engine as a way to easily navi-

gate through the site.

Government is investing in e-govern-

ment, and government officials believe

that the investment is paying off: 75%

of officials say that e-government has

helped their agency with internal

administration, and 84% report that it

has helped with public outreach.

Majorities also believe that e-govern-

ment has helped improve the coordina-

tion among the different levels of gov-

ernment; 73% say that the federal gov-

ernment has made a lot or a fair

amount of progress in this area, 65%

say the same for state government, and

55% report the same for local govern-

ment.

On-line citizens are using and appre-

ciating government Web sites.

A majority of Internet users in the

United States are taking advantage of

what the government has made avail-

able on-line: 66% report having visited

at least one of the many federal, state,

and local government Web sites. This

represents 41%, or not quite half, of the

general public. Among those most

likely to have visited government Web

sites are frequent Internet users (77%,

compared with 52% of infrequent

users) and those involved in govern-

ment (51% among people who say that

they are very or fairly active in govern-

ment, compared with only 31% among

those not active in government). On-

line Americans have encountered e-

government more commonly at the

federal level (54%) than at the state

(45%) or local (36%) levels.

Among Internet users who have visited

a government Web site, seven in 10 rate

the quality of the sites as excellent

(13%) or good (58%). Many (60%)

also say that it is very or fairly easy to

find the government Web sites that

they need; only 36% have found this to

be a fairly or very hard task. In addi-

tion, frequent Internet users are more

likely than less frequent users to say it is

easy to find what they need.

Businesses and nonprofits also are

accessing e-government. A large

majority (79%) of the business and

nonprofit leaders interviewed have

used government Web sites, and those

who have visited these sites rate them

favorably (72% excellent or good).

Many also indicate that these sites have

helped their organization.

Among those who report that their
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business or organization interacts at

least sometimes with the federal gov-

ernment (73%), three-quarters say that

being able to find information or con-

duct transactions over the Internet has

made it easier to do business with fed-

eral agencies. In addition, a majority

(53%) of business and nonprofit lead-

ers say that the ability to find govern-

ment information on the Internet has

made it easier for them to comply with

government regulations.

III.  Attitude Toward 
E-Government
Institutional customers, government

officials, and the public all see e-gov-

ernment as having enormous potential.

Government officials clearly are excited

about the potential they see in e-gov-

ernment, perhaps because of the bene-

fits already in evidence. Virtually all

(92%) of them predict that e-govern-

ment will have a positive effect on their

agencies or divisions in the future,

including 65% who predict its having a

very positive effect. In addition, 83%

believe that investing tax dollars in e-

government should be a medium to

high priority.

Institutional customers share this

enthusiasm: 76% expect that e-govern-

ment will have a positive effect on the

way that government operates. In fact,

business and nonprofit leaders are

more inclined than government offi-

cials to say that investing tax dollars in

e-government should be a medium to

high priority (87%).

The general public also is supportive of

e-government. A 56% majority of

adults  (62% of Internet users) believe

that e-government will have a positive

effect on the way that government

operates. This level of support is not as

high as in the other two surveys, largely

because 37% of Americans do not use

the Internet and therefore find it hard

to evaluate e-government’s potential

(25% are unable to say what effect e-

government will have). In contrast,

67% of frequent Internet users predict

that e-government will have a positive

effective on the way that government

operates.

Very few people react negatively to the

idea of e-government: Only 11% of

adults expect that e-government will

have a negative effect on government,

including only 6% of frequent users-

those who know the Internet the best.

Younger people are especially enthusi-

astic about e-government. Nearly

three-quarters (72%) of adults age 18

to 34 say that investing tax dollars in e-

government should be a high or medi-

um priority, compared with 63% of

those age 50 to 64 and only 57% of

those 65 and older who say the same.

Younger men, in particular, support e-

government, as 63% of men age 18 to

44 believe that e-government will have

a positive effect on the way that gov-

ernment operates, compared with 51%

of their female counterparts who say

the same.

The public reacts quite enthusiastically

to several specific examples of e-gov-

ernment. The two most popular fea-

tures are the ability to access medical

information from such institutions as

the National Institutes of Health and

the ability to look up candidates’ voting

records, although majorities respond

favorably to all the examples of e-gov-

ernment.

Prior to hearing about these possible

features of e-government, two-thirds

(68%) of Americans believe that invest-

ing tax dollars in e-government should

be a medium to high priority, including
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Favorability Ratings for
Examples of E-Government

Use of Government Web Sites

Internet Users Confidence in Government

All Frequent Infrequent
Users Users Users High Medium Low

Federal gov’t Web sites 54% 66% 38% 56% 53% 51%

State gov’t Web sites 45% 58% 29% 44% 48% 41%

Local gov’t Web sites 36% 45% 26% 42% 37% 30%

Public’s Perception of Long-
Term Effect of E-Government
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a majority who do not use the Internet.

Once people learn more about e-gov-

ernment, particularly the specific fea-

tures it can offer, this priority increases.

Learning a little about e-government has

a particularly powerful effect on

Americans who are not active in govern-

ment and on those who have little confi-

dence in government. The four in ten

adults who say they are not active in

government initially put slightly less pri-

ority on e-government than does the

overall public, but they end up assigning

it a higher priority. Among Americans

overall, the proportion who give medi-

um or high priority to e-government

grows from 68% initially to 77% after

the information is presented, a nine-

point increase. More telling is the

growth among people who are the least

active and have the least confidence in

government. Among those not active in

government, the proportion saying e-

government should be a priority rises

from 65% to 78%, a 13-point gain. And

while a majority (58%) of adults with

low confidence in government initially

say that e-government should be a pri-

ority, this level of support is significantly

less than that of the public overall.

However, once they hear about the spe-

cific features and examples of e-govern-

ment and have an opportunity to con-

sider its implications, their support also

increases by 13 points to 71%. Overall,

33% of adults increase their priority rat-

ing of e-government as a result of what

they learn in the survey.

Americans see the benefits of e-gov-

ernment as more than better or more

cost-efficient services-they regard e-

government as a way for citizens to

become better informed and more

involved in government.

While the public sees e-government as

simply better government, they also see

it as making an important contribution

to a more participatory democracy.

Nearly three-quarters (72%) of adults,

including two in three (64%) who do

not use the Internet, believe that people’s

ability to communicate with their elect-

ed representatives will get better with e-

government. That the public evaluates

e-government not only as consumers of

government services, but also as citizens

is confirmed by the following results.

1. When asked to name the most

important outcome of e-government,

59% of adults choose greater participa-

tion (36% more accountable govern-

ment) and a more informed citizenry

(23% greater public access to informa-

tion), compared with 21% who opt for

a more efficient and cost-effective gov-

ernment and 13% who select more

convenient government services.

2. Nearly three in four (72%)

Americans believe that their ability to

communicate with elected representa-

tives will get better with e-government,

and a majority (54%) believe that gov-

ernment accountability will improve.

3. Among the most favorably rated

examples of e-government are those

that would allow people to become

more involved in government and

would make government more

accountable: being able to look up vot-

ing records, being able to comment on

federal legislation, and being able to

monitor public hearings.

Government officials also are likely to

see greater public involvement as an

outcome of e-government-78% say that

people’s ability to communicate with

their elected officials will get much or

somewhat better, and 75% believe that

the government as a whole will be

more accountable to its citizens-

although they are more likely to say

that e-government will result in easy-

to-use (89%) and convenient services

(87%) and improved coordination

among federal, state, and local govern-

ments (83%).

Business and nonprofit leaders are also

more optimistic than the general public

that e-government will result in better

services, but they are more skeptical

that accountability will improve.

Strong majorities of these customers

believe that people’s ability to get infor-

mation from government will get better

(86%) and that government will be

able to offer more convenient services

(80%). But while a solid majority

(70%) also expect that people’s ability

to communicate with their elected offi-

cials will improve with e-government,

Impact of Information 
on Public’s Priority Ratings 
for E-Government

Most Important 
Benefits of E-Government
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perhaps due to a perception that

greater communication does not equal

accountability, only 48% think that

government accountability will get bet-

ter (34% saying that it will not change,

only 12% saying that it will get worse).

E-Government has the potential to

improve the public’s view of govern-

ment effectiveness.

Even among people who regard govern-

ment as ineffective (44% of all adults), a

slight majority (51%) think that e-gov-

ernment will make a positive impact on

the way that government operates. In

addition, two-thirds each believe that e-

government will improve people’s abili-

ty to get information that they need

from government agencies (68%) and

government’s ability to provide conven-

ient services (64%). This ambivalent

group is not simply assuming that an

investment in technology will have to

enhance government, as more than four

in ten of them have visited a govern-

ment Web site, with many (67%) rating

the site as excellent or good.

Despite the public’s positive attitude

toward e-government, a large majority

of people would prefer that e-govern-

ment be developed slowly rather than

quickly.

When asked to choose the statement

that comes closer to their own view of e-

government, Americans line up as fol-

lows: 65% agree that “we should pro-

ceed slowly in relying on the Internet for

communication between citizens and

their government because many people

do not have access to the Internet and

there are important issues of security

and privacy that remain unresolved,”

and only 30% concur that “we should

proceed quickly in expanding use of the

Internet for communication between

citizens and their government because e-

government offers opportunities for

improved services, communication, and

efficiency in government.”

The public’s sense of caution is due

largely to concerns about the security of

the Internet, issues surrounding the pri-

vacy of personal information, and the

digital divide between those with access

to the Internet and those without it.

(These concerns are described in greater

depth in the next section.)  The genera-

tion gap in Internet use also affects this

question: Fewer older Americans use

the Internet, so they are less familiar

with e-government and therefore are

more cautious about its development.

Only 19% of seniors, those age 65 and

over, think that e-government should be

developed quickly, compared with 37%

of people age 18 to 34 who say the

same. In addition, 42% of frequent

users favor proceeding quickly, com-

pared with only 26% of less frequent

users who prefer this course; 42% of

people who are somewhat or very

familiar with e-government opt for the

more rapid approach, compared with

only 23% of those unfamiliar with e-

government who do so.

A majority (58%) of business and non-

profit leaders prefer that e-government

be developed slowly, including 56% of

those who say that they interact fre-

quently with government (nearly two-

thirds of institutional customers).

Business and nonprofit leaders share

many of the public’s concerns about

security, privacy, and the digital divide.

Government, on the other hand, would

like to move quickly to develop e-gov-

ernment, with 56% of government offi-

cials favoring rapid expansion of the

public sector’s use of the Internet and e-

government. This difference in atti-

tudes between government officials and

the other groups interviewed is attribut-

able to two factors. First, the public sees

only half of what e-government entails:

government’s ability to communicate

and provide services to its citizens.

Government officials also recognize

enhanced administration and improved

internal communications: 75% report

that e-government already has

enhanced their internal administration,

and 80% say that their own agency has

done an excellent or a good job of using

the Internet to improve efficiency and

quality of service. Second, government

officials are more optimistic than the

public that security and privacy issues

can be resolved with e-government.

The preference for moving slowly is a

result of three main concerns about e-

government: security, privacy, and

access.
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Aside from the generation gap in

Internet use, the public’s chief concern

about e-government is security.

Specifically, 66% of Americans are very

concerned about hackers’ breaking into

government computers, and 55% are

very concerned about government

employees’ misusing personal informa-

tion. When asked what the govern-

ment’s top priority should be for its

Web sites, Americans put making gov-

ernment Web sites more secure (chosen

by 33%) at the top of the list, followed

by making the sites easier to under-

stand (27%), and expanding the sites to

include additional services and infor-

mation (19%).

The public’s anxiety about e-govern-

ment security, however, is not a con-

cern about government-it stems from a

much broader perception of security

problems on the Internet. A majority

(55%) of Internet users believe that it is

just somewhat or not at all safe to buy

things over the Internet using a credit

card (only 11% think it is very safe),

and the public would like the govern-

ment to be involved in finding a solu-

tion (66% believe that the government

should have at least some responsibility

for improving the security of Internet

transactions).

While the business and nonprofit sec-

tor is not as concerned as the general

public is about security, it is still a top

concern. A majority (51%) of institu-

tional customers are very concerned

about hackers’ gaining access to gov-

ernment computers, and 37% are very

concerned about government employ-

ees’ misusing personal information.

Moreover, these leaders are not very

optimistic about the security of e-gov-

ernment in the future, as more of them

believe that the government’s ability to

keep personal information secure will

get worse (40%) rather than better

(30%).

Government officials also express some

concern about security, both as a threat

to the security of people’s personal

information and as the chief impedi-

ment to developing e-government.

Asked to select the one or two biggest

obstacles to e-government, government

officials choose security issues (37%)

most often, followed by lack of finan-

cial resources (26%) and inability to

find qualified personnel (23%). In

addition, 38% of government officials

have serious concerns about hackers,

and 67% name hackers as one of their

top two concerns.

Yet, government officials are more opti-

mistic that the security problems can

be overcome, including 47% who

believe that government’s ability to

keep personal information secure will

get better with e-government and 19%

who say that it will stay the same (only

17% think that it will get worse). Only

40% of the public believe that the secu-

rity of personal information will get

better with e-government; 27% believe

that it will get worse.

Privacy is also a significant concern

among the public but not at the same

level as is security. While 53% of people

are very concerned about e-govern-

ment’s resulting in less personal priva-

cy, only 35% include this problem

among their list of top concerns (com-

pared with 48% who put hackers on

the list and 40% who cite employees’

misusing information). Among gov-

ernment officials, 46% include privacy

as one of their top concerns, and 35%

express serious concern about less per-

sonal privacy for visitors to government

sites. Business and nonprofit leaders

have similar responses: 37% are very

concerned about less privacy, and 32%

cite it as one of their top concerns.

Government officials and the public are

more optimistic than business and

nonprofit leaders that privacy protec-

tions will improve with e-government:

45% of government officials believe

that privacy protections will improve

(17% say they will get worse), as do

41% of the public (25% get worse); yet,

only 30% of business and nonprofit

leaders concur (34% get worse).

Government needs to recognize the chal-

lenge of the digital divide. One in three

(37%) adults in the United States do

not use the Internet. They are older

and have lower levels of education on

average than the public as a whole, and

about half (47%) are very concerned

that they will receive less government

service. They also put a lower priority

on investing in e-government (22% say

this should be a high priority versus

35% of Internet users who say the

same), and they are more likely than

average to say that e-government

should be developed slowly (72%, com-

pared with 61% of Internet users).

Half (50%) the American public

believes that government should play a

role in addressing the digital divide.

The priorities of Internet users are sim-

ilar to those of non-Internet users:

Both groups believe government

should make sure that e-government

services and information are available

in other ways and that more computers

are available in public spaces.

27
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The government must do a better job

of promoting its e-government initia-

tives.

Notwithstanding the shared concerns

about security, privacy, and access, the

public needs to be better informed

about ongoing e-government initiatives

and the full range of benefits that gov-

ernment agencies have seen from invest-

ments in e-government, including

enhanced internal administration and

better coordination across federal, state,

and local levels of government. Fully

three-quarters of government officials

report that their agency or division has

increased its resources devoted to infor-

mation technologies like the Internet,

84% believe that these technologies have

contributed to their public outreach,

and 75% say that this has helped their

internal administration, but only 29% of

the public (including 49% of frequent

Internet users and 26% of infrequent

users) and 37% of business leaders are

at all familiar with e-government.

There are limits to what is regarded as

acceptable for e-government. The

public, business and nonprofit lead-

ers, and even government officials do

not support voting over the Internet.

All three sectors in the study express

opposition to allowing people to cast

their votes for federal offices over the

Internet. The public opposes this idea

by 59% to 38% (even frequent Internet

users are opposed, 53% to 45%).

Business and nonprofit leaders oppose

the idea by 57% to 39%, as do govern-

ment officials, by 49% to 39%. The

only segments of the public who favor

Internet voting are those who would

like to see e-government developed

quickly (51% favor, 46% oppose) and

18- to 34-year-olds (51% favor, 47%

oppose). Of course, these are the

groups who use the Internet more fre-

quently than average.

By a small margin, Americans would

prefer paying for e-government serv-

ices through tax dollars rather than

service fees.

By 46% to 39%, the public favors paying

for the development of e-government

through taxes rather than a service fee.

While neither “side” has a majority, it is

unlikely that support for service fees will

grow. The more familiar that people are

with e-government and the more

importance that they place on develop-

ing it, the more they prefer using tax

dollars to pay for it. Nearly two-thirds

(63%) of adults who put a high priority

on investing in e-government believe it

should be paid for through tax dollars,

compared with 27% of those who put a

low priority on e-government who feel

the same. In addition, 60% of people

who are very or fairly familiar with e-

government favor paying for it through

tax dollars, compared with only 36% of

those not at all familiar with e-govern-

ment who say the same.

IV. Methodology
This study on e-government was con-

ducted by the research firms of Peter D.

Hart and Robert M. Teeter for the

Council for Excellence in Government.

The study comprised four parts: 1) an

initial focus group among the general

public; 2) a survey among a representa-

tive cross section of 1,003 adults

nationwide; 3) a survey among 150

government officials in federal, state,

and local government; and 4) a survey

among 155 institutional customers of

government divided evenly between

leaders in business and the not-for-

profit sector. This research explored all

three populations’ direct experience

with and involvement in e-government,

as well as their expectations of and

goals for e-government. The method-

ology for each component of the study

is described in greater depth in the fol-

lowing paragraphs.

1)  Focus Group

Hart-Teeter began this study with an

exploratory focus group conducted in

Towson, Maryland, a suburb of

Baltimore, to guide the subsequent

quantitative components, particularly

the survey among the general public.

The focus group included Internet

users and nonusers, people of different

ages and ethnicities, and men and

women, to gain the perspective of a

cross section of people regarding their

current use of government Web sites,

their familiarity with the idea of e-gov-

ernment, and their concerns both with

what is currently available on-line from

government and what they see as the

future implications of e-government.

2)  Public Survey

Hart-Teeter conducted a survey among

1,003 randomly selected adults in the

United States, including an oversample
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among 200 frequent Internet users,

from August 14 to 16, 2000. The sur-

vey was conducted by telephone using

the random-digit-dial (RDD) sampling

technique while stratifying by geo-

graphic area to ensure a nationally rep-

resentative sample. The data were

weighted in line with the demographic

makeup of the U.S. population. The

margin of error (MOE) for results

among all adults is ( 3.5%.

3)  Government Officials

For the survey of government officials,

Hart-Teeter drew a random sample of

government officials from the

Leadership Library database, which

includes the Yellow Books for federal,

state, and municipal government. The

sample was stratified by three levels of

government-federal, state, and local.

Hart-Teeter conducted telephone inter-

views among 75 officials in the federal

government (randomly selected from

the 70 or more federal agencies), 40

state government officials, and 35 local

officials in city and county govern-

ments across the country from August

10 to 18, 2000. It should be noted that

the sample is too small to be represen-

tative of the larger population of gov-

ernment officials. The titles of those

interviewed are indicated in the table

below

4)  Institutional Customers

For the business component of the sur-

vey of e-government institutional cus-

tomers, Hart-Teeter drew a random

sample of companies stratified by size

from the Dun & Bradstreet

Marketplace database. Company size

was defined as the number of employ-

ees, and the sample was stratified as

follows: representatives of 26 large

businesses (with more than 1,000

employees), 25 medium-size businesses

(those with 50 to 1,000 employees),

and 26 small businesses (those with

fewer than 50 employees) for a total of

77 business interviews. Hart-Teeter

interviewers are trained to interview

opinion-leaders, and in this instance,

they were instructed to complete inter-

views with decision-makers who allo-

cate significant resources within their

organization and are familiar with the

nature and extent of the interaction

between their company and govern-

ment.

For the not-for-profit component of

the institutional customer survey, Hart-

Teeter drew a random sample of not-

for profit organizations using the

Leadership Library database of not-for-

profits, stratifying the sample, in part,

by type of nonprofit. The Leader

Library database includes the

Associations Yellow Book, a collection

of 1,175 trade and professional organi-

zations, and a separate collection of a

diverse list of other not-for-profit

organizations, including foundations,

colleges and universities, charitable

service organizations, and others.

Hart-Teeter interviewed 26 representa-

tives from a randomly selected sample

of trade and professional organizations

and 52 representatives from a randomly

selected sample of organizations from

the larger not-for-profit sector. As with

the business interviews, the leaders

interviewed are decision-makers within

the not-for-profit organization who are

familiar with the nature and extent of

interaction between their organization

and government and who allocate

resources within their organization.

The interviews of business and non-

profit leaders were conducted from

August 10 to 22, 2000. Again, it should

be noted that this sample is too small

to be representative of the larger popu-

lation of business and nonprofit lead-

ers. Categories of the titles of those

interviewed are indicated in the follow-

ing table.

Titles of Business and 
Nonprofit Leaders in Sample

Proportion
of Sample
(N = 155)

Manager (general/
operational/program) 25%

Director, Executive 
Director, CEO 21%

Controller, Comptroller, 
CFO, Treasurer 10%

Administrator, Coordinator, 
Supervisor 10%

President 8%
Vice President 7%
All other 19%

Titles of Government 
Officials in Sample

Proportion
of Sample
(N = 150)

Director 68%
Chief 7%
Manager 7%
Administrator 4%
All other 14%
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T H E

E - G O V E R N M E N T

I N I T I A T I V E

This blueprint is the product of an unprecedented 14-month effort,

launched and led by the Council for Excellence in Government.

It spanned the public, private, nonprofit, and research sectors and 

harnessed the creative energies of scores of leaders across the country.

About a hundred in number at the outset, this extraordinary group 

ultimately grew to 350. It first gathered in November 1999 at the

Smithsonian Institution in Washington. They began by envisioning the

key issues involved in achieving full electronic government and organiz-

ing into task forces to focus on specific elements of the e-government

challenge. In subsequent meetings—at Virginia’s Center for Innovative

Technology in March 2000, the Decatur Hall in Washington in June 2000,

and the American Institute of Architects in September 2000—they iden-

tified issues and goals, developed ideas, and drafted working papers and

recommendations. The project commissioned two national surveys by

opinion experts Peter Hart and Robert Teeter to inform its recommenda-

tions with public views on the desirability, benefits, and priorities of e-

government.

Those who took part in the development of the blueprint, listed below,

have contributed to a trail blazing effort. Keenly aware of the stakes

involved for effective government and the vital connection between the

government and the people of this country, they are ready to continue

their efforts to help bring complete e-government into being. They firm-

ly believe that this could be the next American revolution.
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Center for Innovative Technology*
Anne Armstrong

Center for Excellence in 
Municipal Management

Herbert R. Tillery

Central Intelligence Agency
Thomas Burkhardt
Angela Coppola

Commerce One*
Tom Richards

Commercial Internet 
Exchange Association

Babara Dooley

Common Cause*
Scott Harshbarger
Meridith McGehee
Nico Mele
Matt Shaffer

Compaq Computer Corporation*
Stephen Mendonca

Computer Science Corporation
Vernon Fernandes
Jeff Plotnick
Sean B. Singleton

Computer Services Corporation
Ann Marie Johnson

Condor Technology Solutions, Inc.
Wayne Porter

Conference of World Regions*
David Ruhala

Delaney Policy Group
Richard Delaney

Delft University of Technology/
George Mason University

Todd M. LaPorte

Dell Computer Corporation
Linda Rodden

Democracies Online*
Steven Clift

E - G O V E R N M E N T E X C E L L E N C E

I N I T I A T I V E P A R T I C I P A T I O N L I S T
November 1999 - January 2001
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Department of Agriculture*
Greg Crosby
Catherine M. Tomczak

Department of Commerce*
Karen Hogan

Department of Defense
Stephen Rossetti
Mike Wingfield

Department of Education
Tamela D. Terry

Department of Energy
Amit Ronen

Department of Health 
and Human Services

Iyah Johnson
Dianne McSwain

Department of the Interior*
Norma Campbell
Sherri Harris
Terry Holman
Wiley W. Horsley, Jr.
George Triebsch

Department of Justice
William Burdett
Linda Burek
Robert Greeves
Winifred Lyday

Department of Labor*
Jean O’Donohue

Department of State
Carolyn Hillier
Dawn M. Parrish
Adam Rubinson

Department of the Treasury*
Dagne Fulcher

Department of Transportation
Michael S. Griffith
George Molaski
Phyllis E. Young

Department of Veterans Affairs
Michele Kwok
Linda Lutes
Michael Moore
Patricia J. O’Neil

Digital 4Sight*
David Agnew

Digital Commerce Corporation*
Tony Bansal
Matt Gibbons
Virginia Huth
Norman Montgomery

Digital Government Institute, LLC*
Christina Nelson

Donald Elisburg Law Offices
Donald Elisburg

e-Gov
Donald Arnold
Israel Feldman

Economic Strategy Institute*
Clyde Prestowitz

Education Finance Council
Bill Hansen

EDS*
Tina Deffenbaugh
Stephany Head
Anne Reed
Stephen Ward
Milada Williamson

Environmental Policy Network
Bill Dickinson

Environmental Protection Agency
Jim Colborn
Rashmi Lal
Ed Levine
Alvin M. Pesakowitz
Elizabeth Resek

Environmental Systems 
Research Institute

Jeanie Murday

ESSI
Lynne Schneider

Exodus Communications
David Mott

FedBid.com
Phil Fuster
Harold Gracey, Jr.

Federal Computer Week
Paula Trimble

Federal Geographic 
Data Commission*

Bob Johnstone
John Moeller

Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission*

Thomas Russo

Federal Judicial Center
Michael Berney

Federal Technology Service (GSA)*
Kenneth J. Buck
Patrick F. Smith

FedNet*
Clifford Feldman
Keith Karney

The Finance Project*
April Kaplan
Kimberly Osborn
Barry Van Lare

Food and Drug Administration
Joyce Korvick

Foreign and Commonwealth Office
Matthew Kirk

Gartner Group
Mark Smolenski

General Accounting Office
David McClure

* Member of the Technology Leadership Consortium and the Council for Excellence in Government
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General Services Administration*
Donald C. Brasek
Deborah Diaz
Thomas Freebairn
Martha Johnson
Rich Kellett
Dan McGrath
Branden Murphy
Bill Piatt

GovConnect
Anne K. Abate

Government Executive Magazine*
Timothy B. Clark
Joshua Dean

GovWorks*
Dana Bryson
Mike Hernon
Grant Thornton
Alvin M. Pesachowitz

Group Decision 
Support Systems, Inc.*

Connie Ebsen
Chris McGoff

GTE
Nancy Suslov

GTSI*
Max R. Peterson, II

Harris Technical Services
Pam Nelson
Jeremy C. Wensinger

The Heritage Foundation
Virginia Thomas

Highway 1*
Christine Hughes

Hopkins & Sutter
Sheldon Trubatch

Howard County
F. Russell Doupnik

IBM*
Anne Altman
Larry Bradley
Janet Caldow
Mark Forman
Kathleen Kingscott 
Jim Obendorfer

ICF Consulting
Paul J. Anninos

Imagitas*
Nick Carter
Kae-por Chang
Chris Hessler
Brett Matthews 
Tobin Ryan
Dee Whyte

Immigration and 
Naturalization Service

Ron Collison
Leah Meador

Industry Advisory Council*
Terri Beck
Robert Golas

Information Renaissance
Robert Carlitz

Information Technology 
Association of America*

Kathy Adams

The Innovation Groups*
Mike Freeman

Intelligent Transportation 
Society of America

W. Gordon Fink

Intuit*
Bernie McKay
Jim Ruda

J.L. Okay Consulting
John L. Okay

JRH Associates*
JR Holt

Keene Ideas, Inc.
Wally Keene

The Kiviat Group
Philip J. Kiviat

Koestenbaum Institute
Peter Koestenbaum

KPMG*
Allison Overholt
Valerie Rice
Jay Thabet

LakeCounty
Randall Murphy

Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory

David Cooper

Lockheed Martin*
Jennifer E. Smith

Logistics Management Institute
Bill Moore

Lucent Technologies
Ann Will

Marasco Newton
Abby Pirnie

Markess International, Inc.
Sylvie Chauvin-Benech
Robert Deller

MCI Worldcom Government Markets
Roger Higgins
Geoffrey S. Robinson
Kim Wobschall

Mercury Interactive
Mitzi Mead

Microsoft*
David Block
Keith Hodson
Margery Reynolds
Robert Williamson

* Member of the Technology Leadership Consortium and the Council for Excellence in Government
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MicroStrategy
Tricia Reneau Iveson

NCSA, University of Illinois
Thomas I. Prudhomme
Janet Thot-Thompson

NIC*
Paul Fontaine
Bob Sturm

National Academy of 
Public Administration

Robert Lee Chartrand
Mike Dunham
Brad Hawkins
Robert O’Neill
Nancy Tate
Mary Ann Troanovitch

National Academy of 
Sciences, Computer Science 
and Telecommunications Board

Marjory S. Blumenthal
Jon Eisenberg

National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration

Andrea Norris
Nancy Kaplan

National Association of State
Information Resource Executives
(NASIRE)*

Otto Doll

National Association of Counties
Bert Jarreau
Paul Keister
Randall Murphy

National Governors’ Association
Thom Rubel

National Indian Business Association*
Pete Homer

National Institute for 
Standards and Technology

Alan Balutis

National Institutes of Health
R.P.C. Rodgers

National League of Cities
Marc Shapiro

National Marine Fisheries Service
Davis Hays

National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration

Ken Jones
Tim Stryker

National Partnership for 
Reinventing Government*

Karen Freeman
Dick Griffin
Katie Hirning
Pamela Johnson
Morley Winograd

National Science Foundation*
Lawrence Brandt
Gerry Glaser
Valerie Gregg
Joanna Rom
Bob Schmitz

NetGov
Stephen Goldsmith

Office of Governmentwide 
Policy (GSA)*

Martha Dorris
Frank McDonough
Roxie Murphy
Marty Wagner

Office of Management and Budget
Jonathan D. Breul
Daniel Chenok
Michele Enger
Sally Katzen
Ronald Matzner
Jonathan Womer

OMB Watch*
Gary Bass
Patrice McDermott

Office of Naval Research
Nancy Groves
Thomas Kowalczyk

OpenGIS Consortium
Louis Hecht, Jr.
Cliff Kottman
Lance McKee
David Schell

Oracle*
Robert Golas
Jack Pellicci
Patrick Svenburg 

Orkand Corp.
Thomas Kyle
David Woodend

Partnership for 
Intergovernmental Innovation*

Frank McDonough

Persistence
Robert Melissinos

The Pew Charitable Trusts*
Elaine Casey
Michael Dellicarpini 

Potomac Consortium, Inc.
Art Chantker
Melvin Ciment

PricewaterhouseCoopers
Morgan Kinghorn 
Colleen Wesling

Primark*
Joe Kasputys 

Public Technologies, Inc.*
Susan Benton

Radian Inc.
Steve Buckley

Reeder Group
Frank Reeder

Rel-Tek Systems & Design, Inc.*
Lisa Kazor
Jerry Tuttle

Rochester Institute of Technology*
Don Boyd
Cindy Gary

* Member of the Technology Leadership Consortium and the Council for Excellence in Government
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RSA Security
Lynn McNulty

SABA
Terri Beck

Sageware
Darlene Hines

SAP Public Sector and Education
Barbara Beliweis
Kathleen Kummer

Science Applications 
International Corp.*

Ronald J. Knecht

ScienceWise.com*
David Garver

Smithsonian Institution
J. Dennis O’Connor

Social Security Administration
John Dyer

Software and Information 
Industry Association

David LeDuc  

SRA International, Inc.
Kathy Adams  

Stanford University
Jerry Porras

State of Delaware
Edward McNeeley

State of Maryland
F. Russell Doupnik

State of New Jersey, 
Office of the Governor

Wendy Rayner

State of Virginia*
Don Upson

Sun Microsystems Federal, Inc.
Jim Davis

Sustainable Development 
Extension Network*

Greg Crosby

Sybase
Arthur Geiger

Syntek
Betty Jones

TCIM Services
Andy Lieber

Turner Foundation
Reid Detchon

Unison
John Chelen

University at Albany/SUNY, 
Center for Technology in Government*

Dr. Sharon Dawes

University of Maryland, 
Baltimore County

Patricia Diamond Fletcher
Stephen H. Holden, PhD

University of North Carolina
Maureen Brown

University of Pittsburgh, 
School of Information Sciences

Toni Carbo

Urban Logic, Inc.
Bruce Cahan

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Lou Irwin
Karen Malkin

U.S. Geological Survey*
Eliot Christian
Bill Miller

U.S. Government Printing Office
Francis J. Buckley, Jr.

U.S. Senate, Committee 
on Governmental Affairs

Laban Coblentz
Kevin Landy
Susan Marshall
Hannah Sistare

Veterans Benefits Administration
Rich Howell
Leo Phalan
Bill Saliski

Virginia Council on 
Technology Services*

Mike Thomas

Washington Strategy Group
Katsuyuki Imamura

WebMethods
Jeff Schwartzman

Women Executives 
in State Government

Julienne Nelson

The White House
Tom Kaliel
Ron Keohane

Xerox*
Alan Hesper
Jody Maly
Lisa Sabol

Council for Excellence in Government
Lucy Bisognano
Steve Cochran
Sue Ducat
Brett Gerstein
Katherine Hansen
Melissa Hardin
Ramiro Inguanzo
Patricia McGinnis
Eve Muellner
Joiwind Ronen
Dave Sheldon
John Trattner
Bob Walker
Heather Weston
Barry White
Chris Wingo
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J ust as the 1990s were the dot-com decade, the first decade of the 21st century will be

regarded as the dot-gov decade. At Internet speed and in historic ways, technology is

fundamentally transforming government at all levels. This revolution will bring unprecedented

opportunities for innovative, results-oriented public-sector leadership.

The Council is poised to seize these opportunities while strengthening the bridge between the

public and private sectors. Through our partnerships, we have built the Intergovernmental

Technology Leadership Consortium into the premiere coalition of business, government, non-

profit, and research leaders in technology. With the active support of our members, the

Consortium champions and showcases the use of technology as a resource for leaders in 

government to:

� Improve the delivery of services at and across all levels of government: local, state,

tribal, regional, federal, and international

� Encourage economic growth through innovative, technology-enabled public 

programs

� Increase citizen participation as stakeholders in the governance process

Since 1997, the Consortium has served as an advocate of cross-sector programs and partner-

ships that include:

� E-Government Excellence Initiative—Developing cross-sector solutions to support

the implementation of a transformed, seamless, and interactive e-Government.

This effort has spawned the: Imagine E-Government Award Competition highlight-

ing new ways that government can connect with citizens electronically, and the 

E-Government Fellows Program preparing government leaders to use technology as

a leadership tool.

� Digital Government of the 21st Century—Linking research and education commu-

nities with government mission in partnership with the National Science

Foundation.

� Tribal Technologies Initiative—Creating cross-sector opportunities between tribes,

businesses, and all levels of government.

� Sustainable Development Extension Network—Building electronic and organiza-

tional networks that serve the sustainability efforts of communities.

� Finance Office of the Future—Harnessing technologies to support a financial 

information portal.

� Share-In-Savings—Yielding improved government services through private sector

upfront investment.

The Consortium serves as a high-level forum for exploring information technology priorities

and best practices. It helps to frame the direction of government’s use of technology by 

providing objective advice without reference to specific vendors. Through these activities, the

Consortium is creating constantly expanding communities of learning, practice, and collabora-

tion, while addressing the challenges facing a fully-linked, interdependent world.

36
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C O N S O R T I U M M E M B E R S
Accenture
America Online, Inc.
American Management Systems 
AT&T
Arthur Andersen LLP
Bank of America
Booz•Allen & Hamilton 
Center for Digital Government
Center for Democracy & Technology
Commerce One
Common Cause
Commonwealth of Virginia

• Virginia Council on Technology Services
Compaq Computer Corporation
Conference of World Regions 
Democracies Online
Department of the Interior

• US Geological Survey

• Federal Geographic Data Committee
Department of Labor

• Employment and Training Administration
Department of the Treasury

• Financial Management Service
Digital 4Sight
Digital Commerce Corporation
Digital Government Institute 
Economic Strategy Institute
EDS
Federal Government Information Processing

Councils (FGIPC)

• Industry Advisory Council
FedNet
General Services Administration

• Federal Technology Service

• Office of Intergovernmental Solutions
GovWorks

Group Decision Support Systems
GTSI
Highway1
IBM

• Institute for Electronic Government
Imagitas
Information Technology Association of

America
Intuit
JRH Associates
KPMG
Lockheed Martin
Microsoft Corporation
NASIRE
National Indian Business Association
National Science Foundation

• CISE
NIC
Office Of Management and Budget
OMB Watch
Oracle
Partnership for Intergovernmental Innovation
Primark
Public Technologies, Inc
Rel-Tek
Rochester Institute of Technology
SAIC
ScienceWise.com
Sustainable Development Extension Network
The Finance Project
The Innovation Groups
University at Albany/SUNY

• Center for Technology and Government
Xerox
1492 Technologies/Primus

Telecommunications

H N O L O G Y L E A D E R S H I P C O N S O R T I U M
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Nonpartisan, nonprofit, and national in scope, the Council

works to improve the performance of government at all levels and

government’s place in the lives and esteem of American citizens.

It believes that the continued economic and social progress of the

United States requires government to demonstrate creativity,

responsiveness, and accountability in managing its tasks, employ a

motivated, empowered work force, and retain public respect and

trust. Council programs address two primary goals. The first is

strong public-sector leadership and management, driven by innova-

tion and focused on results. Second is increased citizen confidence

and participation in government and governance, achieved through

better understanding of government and its role.

Four assets enable the Council to build a record of success in

conceiving and carrying out its programs: its independent, nonpar-

tisan approach; the background, access, and credibility of its mem-

bership; its long-term commitment to its mission; and its reputa-

tion for innovative, results-oriented initiatives. The Council creates

frameworks in which those with responsibility for, or a stake in,

effective government can engage in dialogue, widen horizons,

achieve solutions across boundaries, and get results.
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Members, or Principals, of the Council—private-sector and

nonprofit leaders who have served in government—are united by a

strong, sustaining commitment to better government performance.

They are closely familiar with government’s policy and regulatory

environments and the dynamics of decision making in the current

public sector context. Their public/private experience and collective

profile add unusual value to their participation in Council 

programs and distinguish the Council as the only organization that

can bring an experience-based, cross-sector approach to the chal-

lenge of sustained high performance in the public sector.

Founded in 1983, the Council for Excellence in Government is

an independent 501(c)(3) organization, incorporated under the

laws of the District of Columbia. The Council is supported by proj-

ect grants and other funding from government agencies, corpora-

tions, and philanthropic foundations as well as individual member-

ship contributions. Former Presidents Carter, Ford, and Bush are

honorary chairs of the Council. A volunteer chair and board of

trustees lead the organization, working with the president and CEO,

and a small permanent staff.
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